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Why cooperate?
• Some advances we hope for will never 

come to be – unless we do
• Progress is made more quickly when 

ideas are shared and compared
• Win-win strategies confer a mutual 

advantage – over time
• Competition and competitiveness do not 

solve problems – thinking does
• To be smarter we must use the neocortex 

more, and cooperation aids this
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What is the problem?
• Specialization has resulted in a situation 

where much is known about specific topics, 
but the big picture remains obscure

• Information has become arranged in ‘silos’ 
which are disconnected collections of 
knowledge that is vertically arranged

• Competition is seen as the way to advance, 
but excessive competitiveness can stifle 
cooperation and halt progress – promoting 
isolation of both people and information



Isolated fields of study
Independent

Free-Standing

Self-Contained

Internally consistent

Connectible, but 
largely disconnected

Vertically arranged 
collections of 
information and 
knowledge



Incongruent fields of study



Limited Resources
• The global economy is weak at this time
• Scientific research, especially foundational 

research, is not considered essential or a 
high priority to many people

• A limited amount of money must be 
divided among a large number of projects

• Worthwhile and well-founded research 
often remains unfunded or underfunded

• Unconventional research is seldom given 
any funding whatsoever 
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Conflict fueled by competition
• Promotes secrecy and isolation
• Inhibits cooperation and collaboration
• Replaces the willingness to explore with a 

defensive and reactive inhibition which 
makes the individual seek safe actions or 
acceptable answers, instead of insightful 
and meaningful solutions to problems

• Slows the learning process for individuals 
who would otherwise be self-motivating
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The answers are in your brain!      
Part One – forebrain and hindbrain
• The forebrain or neocortex

– explores possibilities
– makes numerous associations
– handles difficulty and complexity well

• The hindbrain or ‘lizard brain’
– guards and defends its territory
– makes very few new associations
– is simplistic or primitive in its responses
– handles difficult and complex tasks poorly
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Play helps us use the brain better!
• Playful exploration involves and develops 

activity in the neocortex, is a useful tool for 
Physics research, and it encourages 
interaction, sharing, and cooperation.

• Adolescent play is rooted in competition, or 
rebelliousness, and tends to be of the win 
or lose variety, where beating the opponent 
becomes the goal

• Adult play tends to favor win-win scenarios, 
and is founded on trust and mutual consent
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Authentic play is always fair
• Young children always want to play
• They observe, explore, and compare
• They formulate theories about objects and 

their surroundings, then play with the real 
thing to find out if they are right

• This helps to calibrate the brain, and 
ushers in developmental milestones

• When young children play with others it is 
generally fair, if they are supervised but 
allowed to choose sides on their own
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Adolescence complicates things
• The rush of hormones at puberty causes 

activity and development in lower brain 
centers, ushering in primal urges and 
increased passion or emotionality

• This stage favors competition over 
cooperation or collaboration

• From this point forward the brain’s 
development shifts again to the cortex

• Moving from adolescent play to adult play 
enhances or takes advantage of this shift
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Fair and Adult Play
• Encourages cooperation and collaboration
• Stimulates higher brain center usage and 

further development
• Enhances creativity and the motivation to 

be creative
• Needs to be nurtured or encouraged
• Can be killed by hostile or aggressively 

competitive individuals, especially those in 
a position of authority

• Requires us to be more mature
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The answers are in your brain!      
Part Two – left brain and right brain
• The left brain hemisphere

– is analytical and critical
– makes distinctions or categories
– likes to take things apart to examine the pieces

• The right brain hemisphere
– is unifying or holistic and encouraging
– makes associations and generalizations
– likes to assemble things to see them function
– is focused on the fluid, wave-like, or energetic 
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making some advances

• Unification in Physics requires that we see 
how things are unified in nature, and the 
right brain is designed to do exactly this

• The right brain tends to see things as 
connected systems rather than separate 
objects, and so is well-equipped to assist 
cooperation and collaboration

• The right brain offers unique insights that 
are not available to the left brain
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Thinking laterally
• The tendency to try harder, and pour more 

resources into what worked before, is called 
vertical thinking, in Edward DeBono’s work

• This brings an increase of the ‘silo’ effect, 
and comes from the adolescent or ‘lizard 
brain’ mentality

• To explore possibilities and consider 
alternatives is called Lateral Thinking

• This has many benefits, especially where 
cooperation is required to get the job done
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Learning to cooperate
• Is necessary for continued progress
• Requires us to use the whole brain, and to 

emphasize the neocortex and right brain
• Is facilitated by playful exploration
• Is aided by moving from adolescent play, 

and lower brain activity, to adult play and 
higher brain activity, by emphasizing more 
thoughtful or cerebral pursuits

• Is enhanced by lateral thinking, which 
does not prematurely exclude possibilities



Helpful References
The Biology of Transcendence by 

Joseph Chilton Pearce
Magical Parent - Magical Child by 

Michael Mendizza and J.C. Pearce
Lateral Thinking by 

Edward DeBono
My Stroke of Insight by 

Jill Bolte Taylor
Does Lateral Specialization in the Brain Arise from 

the Directionality of Processes and Time? by 
Jonathan J. Dickau to appear in Quantum 
Biosystems Journal Vol. 2 no. 1



The End
Jonathan J. Dickau thanks you for attending 

his talk today

His personal e-mail is jond4u@optonline.net

The paper on which this talk is based can be 
downloaded from the Prespacetime Journal 
web-site at www.prespacetime.com in the 
current issue – Vol. 1 no. 3

Numerous helpful references are provided

mailto:jond4u@optonline.net
http://www.prespacetime.com/
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